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GL-580
GAMING HEADSET
 * Aluminum and steel construction, Ultra-thick earmu�s, ensures 
comfortable and stable wearing for a long time, specially designed 
for gamers

GL-590
GAMING HEADSET

* Professional for gaming, A shell full of technology feel with RBG 
luminescence, 3D surround stereo sound, Passive noise reduction, 

high sensitivity omnidirectional microphone.    

GL-500

GAMING HEADSET 
*High-sensitivity microphone, �exible and bendable for exact 
positioning.
*Turnable ear cup to adjust to the most comfortable position, 
Creates a �rm grip on head while remaining comfortable.

GL-500



GL-550
GAMING HEADSET
* Stretchable head beam design, suitable for di�erent users, which 
can adjust the headband to the best status. 
* High sensitivity microphone, transfers voice more precisely, 
clearly, smoothly.

GL-552
GAMING HEADSET

* Professional for gaming, A shell full of technology feel with 
RBG luminescence, 3D surround stereo sound, Passive noise 

reduction, high sensitivity omnidirectional microphone.  

GL-530
GAMING HEADSET 
*High-sensitivity microphone, �exible and bendable for exact 
positioning.
*Turnable ear cup to adjust to the most comfortable position, 
Creates a �rm grip on head while remaining comfortable.



GL-515
GAMING HEADSET 
*High-sensitivity microphone, detachable, �exible and bendable 
for exact positioning.
*Turnable ear cup to adjust to the most comfortable position, 
Creates a �rm grip on head while remaining comfortable.

GL-588
GAMING HEADSET

 * Aluminum and steel construction, Ultra-thick earmu�s, 
ensures comfortable and stable wearing for a long time, 

specially designed for gamers

GL-599
GAMING HEADSET

*Retractable , High-sensitivity microphone, �exible and 
bendable for exact positioning.

* Appearance: Cool, simple and generous.

*High-sensitivity microphone, �exible and bendable for exact 
positioning.
*Turnable ear cup to adjust to the most comfortable position, 
Creates a �rm grip on head while remaining comfortable.

GL-570
GAMING HEADSET 



GL-551
GAMING HEADSET

GL-522
GAMING HEADSET

* Appearance: Cool, simple and generous
*Comfortable to wear : Lightweight design, retractable 

head beam, all-inclusive skin earmu�s. 

* With metal outer ear shells, it is more textured.
* 3D surround stereo sound
* A shell full of technology feel with RBG luminescence. 

GL-510
GAMING HEADSET

* Appearance: Cool, simple and generous
*Comfortable to wear : Lightweight design, retractable head beam, 

all-inclusive skin earmu�s. 

GS-05
HEADPHONE STAND
Input: Power source: USB C x 1
Output:  USB port A types  x  2
Lights: RGB
Switch: Light 
Compatible Device Types: Laptop, PC
Compatible Software Platforms: Windows, Mac OS
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GM-22
GAMING MICROPHONE

* High sensitivity microphone, transfers voice more 
precisely, clearly, smoothly.

GM-29
* High sensitivity microphone, transfers voice more 
precisely, clearly, smoothly.

GAMING MICROPHONE

GM-23
GAMING MICROPHONE

* High sensitivity microphone, transfers voice more 
precisely, clearly, smoothly.

GM-21
GAMING MICROPHONE

* High sensitivity microphone, transfers voice more 
precisely, clearly, smoothly.



GSP01
GAMING SPEAKER

* Stereo and Noiseless - Without any noise! After multiple 
debugging, suppress static. Become clearer and louder. Add 
a rotary button to turn on the computer speaker and adjust 

the volume easily.
*The pc speakers adopts rainbow lights on line. It provides a 

more attractive atmosphere when listen to music or watch 
movies. 

GSP02
* Stereo and Noiseless - Without any noise! After multiple 
debugging, suppress static. Become clearer and louder. Add 
a rotary button to turn on the computer speaker and adjust 
the volume easily.
*The pc speakers adopts rainbow lights line on air circle. It 
provides a more attractive atmosphere when listen to music 
or watch movies. 

GAMING SPEAKER

ZC-8808
OFFICE HEADSET

*Digital Stereo Sound: Fine-tuned drivers provide enhanced 
digital audio for music, calls, meetings and more.

*The otating Noise Cancelling Mic: Minimises unwanted 
background noise for clear conversations; the rotating 

boom arm can be tucked out of the way when you’re not 
using it.

*Plug-and-Play USB Computer Headset: Simply plug the 
USB-A connector into your computer and you’re ready to 

talk or listen without the need to install softwaredigital 
audio for music, calls, meetings and more.



ZC-212
ANC BLUETOOTH HEADPHONE
* Portable design ,rechargeable HIFI sound wired + wireless, 
double enjoyment. 
* Ultra soft memory foam cotton ear pads with adjustable 
sturdy headband guarantees comfortable wearing for a long 
time.

ZC-218
ANC BLUETOOTH HEADPHONE

* Super soft protein ear pads, and ergonomic headband, the 
materials used ensure minimum weight and maximum 

comfort for long term wear.

BLUETOOTH

ANC

BLUETOOTH

ANC

BLUETOOTH HEADPHONE
* Super soft protein ear pads, and ergonomic headband, the 

materials used ensure minimum weight and maximum 
comfort for long term wear.

BLUETOOTH
ZC-108

ZC-316
ANC BLUETOOTH HEADPHONE
* Portable design ,rechargeable HIFI sound wired + wireless, 
double enjoyment. 
* Ultra soft memory foam cotton ear pads with adjustable 
sturdy headband guarantees comfortable wearing for a long 
time.

BLUETOOTH

ANC
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